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          Sinequa Search Cloud

          
Power the Possible



Connect your modern workplace and drive innovation from the inside out
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                                  See how it works
                  

      

      
        
          
          





            
                            
              

              
            





                  

      

    

  

  

  
    
      
        
          
            
              Trusted by leading organizations around the world
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                    Partner with a leader in cognitive search platforms
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                        Partner with a leader in cognitive search platforms

                        Sinequa recognized as a Leader in The Forrester Wave™: Cognitive Search Platforms, Q4 2023. Learn why we were named one of only two leaders among top global vendors.

                                                  Download the full report
                                              

                    

                                  

              

            

                  

      

    

  

  
  
    
      
                  Say bonjour to the leading AI-powered search platform.
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                    Connect what matters

Too many siloed apps result in redundant work, expensive errors, and costly delays. Say au revoir to disjointed systems and knowledge gaps. We bring all the pieces together through one AI-powered search engine.

                        See connectors
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                    Convert insights into action

We make it easy to reference the past so you can build the future. Discover previously unfindable content, explore lost connections between topics and experts, and uncover fresh insights to inspire your next major breakthrough.

                        Explore the platform
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                    Shift the conversation

With your enterprise knowledge at your fingertips and the latest AI advancements on your side, anything is possible. Thanks to productivity gains, better decision-making, and stronger collaboration, you’ll no longer ask how long – but instead, what’s next?

                        See our latest innovations
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                    Secure the future

Forward-thinking employees don’t just get more done—they also get noticed. Sinequa’s enterprise-ready solutions help power innovation from the inside out, giving you the competitive advantage you need to thrive for years to come.

                        Why Sinequa?
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                          Healthcare + Life Sciences

                          Pioneer your next breakthrough.

Over ½ of the world’s top life sciences organizations use Sinequa to find information across clinical trials, drug development, regulatory, and more.
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                          Manufacturing

                          Close the loop of your digital thread.

Sinequa improves engineering timelines, transforms maintenance & support efforts, and accelerates ROI by connecting industrial documents, applications, and people.
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                          Time is money. Invest in your people.

Transform how your workforce surfaces fast, relevant, and actionable insights across your firm.
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                          Experience the power of an always-on legal Assistant

Transform how lawyers across your firm surface fast, relevant, and actionable insights.
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                          Find your mission.

Transform how your organization surfaces lightning-fast, actionable insights and crucial information.

                                                      Discover
                                                  

                      

                    

                  

                          

                  

      

    

  

  
  
    
      
                  Some might say we have that je ne sais quoi

Over the years, Sinequa’s technology has evolved to meet the growing needs of our customers and the market while remaining true to our name and pioneering roots.

See what we’re about → 
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          How it works
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                    to all your content sources securely so you can search across multiple sources simultaneously.
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                    and enrich your content through AI-powered language processing and fine-tuned relevance.
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                    across all your sources from a single entry point so you can uncover relevant insights quickly.
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                    the search experience with machine learning and personalization as your needs grow and evolve.
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          Power the possible with Sinequa Search Cloud
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                            Sinequa recognized as a Leader in 2022 Gartner® Magic Quadrant™ for Insight Engines
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                            Forrester Names Sinequa a Leader in The Forrester Wave™: Cognitive Search, Q3 2021
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                                Sinequa’s Intelligent Search platform’s in-depth analysis provides Alstom’s employees with a thorough understanding of unstructured data, including the text coming from very complex technical and normative documents. This allows greater efficiency and real time savings for Alstom’s data scientists.

                                                                Tristan Le Masne,  Vice President Internal Audit & Internal Control, Alstom
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                                Sinequa is simply great technology. We immediately saw its benefit watching it perform something we didn’t know was possible. It makes an exponential difference for our organization. We were also impressed with the number of smart connectors available out-of-the-box and Sinequa’s unique ability to develop new ones.

                                                                Oliver Thoennessen,   Senior Manager Global IT Drug Development, UCB
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                                We started to envision the opportunity to create a platform that really could answer not just a simple query but would drive all company efficiency, operational efficiency from a global enterprise perspective.

                                                                Aimee Bourke Foster,  Vice President - IAS Institutional Channel, Franklin Templeton Investments
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